SYSTEM

Section 1.1F p.02

HOW TO MEASURE
FOR PROPER

DAWFLO FITTING

ARM

A. Measure the circumference on the limb at the level of the proximal socket brim. =

A

B.Measure the circumference 2 inches above the distal end of the residual limb. =

ARM
AMPUTATION

C. M
 easure the length from the level where the proximal circumference measurement was
taken down to the distal end of the residual limb. =

C

B

A.K.

A. M
 easure the circumference on the limb from the top of the lateral wall to the top of
the medial wall (this is different from the ischial circumference). =
B. Measure the circumference at the ischial (crotch) level. =
A

E

AK
AMPUTATION

C. Measure the circumference 2 inches above the distal end of the residual limb. =

B
D

D. Measure the length from the top of the lateral wall. =

C

E. Measure distance between top of Lateral wall to ischial level (crotch). =

B.K.

A. Measure the circumference on the limb at the level of the top of the suspension strap
if you are using one. =

A

F

BK
AMPUTATION

B

B. Measure at the level of the top of socket brim. =
C. Measure the circumference 2 inches above the distal end of the residual limb. =
D. Measure the length from top of socket down to the distal end of the residual limb. =

E

C

E. In case you wear a Suspension Strap: measure distance between top of Suspension
Strap and top of socket. =

SYMES
SYMES

A

F

B
E

C
D

A. Measure the circumference on the limb at the level of the top of the suspension strap if you
are using one. =

B. Measure at the level of the top of socket brim. =

C. Measure the circumference where ankle is narrow. =
D. Measure circumference at largest distal end. =

E. Measure the length from top of socket down to the distal end of the residual limb. =

F. In case you wear a Suspension Strap: measure distance between top of Suspension Strap and
top of socket. =

Please call us at 800-252-2828 with measurements.
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Section 1.1F p.03

Here is an example of an order with all the information needed:

1
2

QUANTITY

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

DESIGN

12
6
3
2

3-Ply DAWFLO Ensemble
5-Ply DAWFLO Ensemble
DAWFLO Sheaths
5-Ply DAWFLO Sock

1-12
1-14
2-16
3-18

Yellow
Green
Yellow

QUANTITY
Give the quantity for each item and size you wish to order. If your total order includes 48 packs or more you
are entitled to the discount price in the “48 or more items” column.

DESCRIPTION

(If not specified, 5-Ply combination packs will be shipped).

Tell us if you wish the pack to include:
DAW SHEATH ONLY
OR A 3-PLY SOCK ONLY
OR A 5-PLY SOCK ONLY
OR A 6-PLY SOCK ONLY

includes one DAW sheath with ventilated mesh
includes one fleeced 3-ply DAW sock. *
includes one fleeced 5-ply DAW sock. *
includes one fleeced 6-ply DAW sock. *

OR A 3-PLY DAW ENSEMBLE

includes one DAW sheath and one fleeced 3-ply* DAW sock
in the same size as well as a washing bag.
includes one DAW sheath and one fleeced 5-ply* DAW sock
in the same size as well as a washing bag.
includes one DAW sheath and one fleeced 6-ply* DAW sock
in the same size as well as a washing bag.

OR A 5-PLY DAW ENSEMBLE
OR A 6-PLY DAW ENSEMBLE

3

For AK no need
to specify design.

*also available: 3-ply unfleeced socks (thinner than a regular 3-ply sock they correspond in thickness to a 2-ply sock)

SIZE
Give: Either the American Size
#1-12

or

Top 7in - Toe 4in - 12in long

#13-18

or

Top 9in - Toe 6in - 18in long

The Metric Size as follows:

=

EXAMPLE:

F2-3Ø
F4-F5

Caution:
DAW socks can be machine washed and dried, they do not shrink, they keep elasticity and softness—Some patients who are used to
using other manufacturers’ socks might be wearing a size larger than needed considering the shrinkage. With DAWFLO, to enhance
venous return, you want a snug fit from the first fitting
—For example you might want to use a size 1 Instead of a size 2 for such a patient.
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Section 1.1F p.04

HOW TO ORDER
4
4

DESIGN SELECTION FOR DAWFLOW SHEATH & SOCK
For AK as well as BK with thigh corset, no need to specify the design
(it will always be supplied in the yellow design).
For BK amputees in American size 1 and size 2 you have the choice betweenthe yellow design and the green design:

Up to 18 inches (45 cm) long size 1 and size 2, the
socks and sheaths in the yellow design have the same
shape as other manufacturers’ prosthetic socks, in the
green design they have a more tapered shape and are
for BK with a pointed end of residual limb

same
width
TOP

GREEN
DESIGN

YELLOW
DESIGN

same
length

difference of design
(exaggerated)

2”

TOE
same
width
TOP

20 inches (50 cm) or longer, the green design offers a
bulbous distal end:
GREEN
DESIGN

YELLOW
DESIGN

same
length
difference of design
(exaggerated)

2”

TOE

DAWFLO SHEATH AND SOCK WITH GARTER
YELLOW DESIGN with V-Band Garter (in yellow pack with a blue stripe)
YELLOW DESIGN with Garter (in yellow pack with a blue stripe)
GREEN DESIGN with Garter (in green packs with a blue stripe)

See Yellow Design with V-Band Garter
See Yellow Design schedule (non-inventory item*)
Please Call Customer Service (non-inventory item*)

– CUSTOM ORDERS –
SEND TRACING

35 % ADDITIONAL
MINIMUM QUANTITY: 6
*Custom Order and Non-inventory Items
Are Not Returnable
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